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Abstract

Context

An increasing concern in the face of human expansion throughout natural habitats is

whether animal populations can respond adaptively when confronted with challenges like

environmental change and novelty. Behavioural flexibility is an important factor in estimat-

ing the adaptive potential of both individuals and populations, and predicting the degree to

which they can cope with change.

Study Design

This study on the three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) is an empiric illustra-

tion of the degree of behavioural variation that can emerge between semi-natural systems

within only a single generation. Wild-caught adult sticklebacks (P, N = 400) were randomly

distributed in equal densities over 20 standardized semi-natural environments (ponds), and

one year later offspring (F1, N = 652) were presented with repeated behavioural assays.

Individuals were challenged to reach a food source through a novel transparent obstacle,

during which exploration, activity, foraging, sociability and wall-biting behaviours were

recorded through video observation. We found that coping responses of individuals from

the first generation to this unfamiliar foraging challenge were related to even relatively

small, naturally diversified variation in developmental environment. All measured behav-

iours were correlated with each other. Especially exploration, sociability and wall-biting

were found to differ significantly between ponds. These differences could not be explained

by stickleback density or the turbidity of the water.

Findings

Our findings show that a) differences in early-life environment appear to affect stickleback

feeding behaviour later in life; b) this is the case even when the environmental differences
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are only small, within natural parameters and diversified gradually; and c) effects are pres-

ent despite semi-natural conditions that fluctuate during the year. Therefore, in behaviou-

rally plastic animals like the stickleback, the adaptive response to human-induced habitat

disturbance may occur rapidly (within one generation) and vary strongly based on the sys-

tem’s (starting) conditions. This has important implications for the variability in animal

behaviour, which may be much larger than expected from studying laboratory systems, as

well as for the validity of predictions of population responses to change.

Introduction
Animals are very sensitive to their environment [1]. For example, most animals are keenly
aware of changes in daylight [2], temperature [3], and social dynamics within their population
[4]. Sensitivity to the surrounding world confers great evolutionary advantages, as many
aspects of population structure and species ecology are constrained by the environment [5].
Being able to predict, perceive and adequately respond to current environmental events, such
as seasonality, food peaks and predation pressures, often directly affects the adaptive potential
of animals [6,7][8].

In addition to being affected by their current surroundings, animals are often influenced by
the circumstances they experienced during or shortly after birth. This phenomenon is com-
monly referred to as developmental plasticity [9]. The habitat that animals experience in their
early life has a strong influence on both their physiological development, such as growth rate
and the development of physical traits [10], and their behavioural development, such as the
strategies they deploy later in life [9,11]. The early-life environment is not limited to physical
characteristics such as food availability and territory quality, but can be convincingly argued to
also include the social environment, as illustrated by several studies showing effects of the
social group on later-life personality aspects [12,13]. For example, early-life exposure of certain
fish to the risk of predation can increase somatic growth at juvenile stages and reduce size at
adulthood [14]. Similarly, females of some bird species respond to intense mate competition by
influencing the developmental pathways of their offspring in order to make them more com-
petitive and/or aggressive [15]. Studies on epigenetics, which for example have shown the
switching on and off of specific genes coding for specific behaviours induced by external or
environmental factors, are beginning to understand the neural and molecular mechanisms
behind these processes from studies in many animal and human models [16,17]. The impor-
tance of the early-life environment to not only the development of many aspects of adult func-
tioning, but even on evolutionary processes themselves, has recently become more recognised
[18].

Drastic changes in natural environments over the last few decades have challenged animals
to respond to their environments with more flexibility [10,19–22]. Such changes include habi-
tat fragmentation [23], chemical pollution [24] and the introduction of man-made structures
like buildings, pipelines, or even simply trash. Instinctive behaviours that provided individuals
with an advantage in the evolutionary past may suddenly provide a disadvantage when the
environment does not meet expected norms. As such, the ability to alter behavioural or life-his-
tory traits in response to the conditions they experience, is fundamental to a population’s abil-
ity to deal with short-term environmental change [25].

When studying the responses of animals to human-induced environmental disturbance, the
most commonly studied factors are at the physiological level, such as tolerance to chemicals, or
at the population level, such as mortality and birth rates. However, the first response to
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environmental disturbances happens on a behavioural level, either by avoiding the disturbance
through migration, or by finding a way to cope with it [22]. Animal adaptive responses at this
level have been poorly studied, and have mostly been conducted in artificial laboratory settings
rather than in more natural environments [26]). Especially foraging and mating behaviours,
both of which directly impact fitness, are important in understanding the abilities of animals to
cope with human-induced modification of their environment [27]. In addition, although large
human-induced environmental changes have been studied extensively [22], the effect of small
changes, especially during development, is not usually studied.

In this study, we investigated how differentially reared three-spined sticklebacks (Gasteros-
teus oculeatus), a well-studied model species for behavioural plasticity and adaptive potential
[28], behaved in response to human-induced disturbance of foraging, through presenting them
with a novel object during scheduled feeding times. We observed five behaviours: exploration,
activity, foraging, sociability and wall biting (see Table 1). Exploration, activity, and sociability
are commonly used in animal personality studies [29,30]. Foraging relates to ability to utilise
the environment and obtain resources. Wall biting is often considered a measure of stress [31].
Specifically, we asked 1) if individuals that were reared under different circumstances respond
in statistically comparable ways; 2) if correlations between behaviours differ depending on
rearing environment; and if so, 3) if such differences in suits of behaviours can be attributed to
differences in group size or turbidity; 4) if sticklebacks performed differently over time through
habituation and learning.

These questions are interesting especially as this study utilised semi-natural environments,
which allowed for observation of animals in a natural setting and in the presence of their own
social group and habitat, and as it investigated relatively small ecological differences such as
commonly occur between natural habitats, rather than large ecological differences such as the
absence or presence of predation.

Regarding the first question, we expected that, influenced by a variety of environmental con-
ditions including not only physical and nutritional differences but also maternal effects [17],
social status [10] and early life stress [32], individuals inhabiting different environments would
react differently to environmental novelty. Such effects have been shown previously in relation
to environmental differences in frequency and magnitude of stressors [33]. If early-life experi-
ence and environment did not affect response to novelty, individuals from all environments
would be expected to display comparable behaviours. Behavioural correlations, closely related

Table 1. Behaviours recorded for the first ten sticklebacks that entered the experimental setup, for
120–180 seconds. All measurements were corrected for observation time.

Description Unit

Exploration The time (s) until successful manoeuvre through the novel obstacle
represents exploration speed [30].

Seconds from
start

Activity The number of switches between spatial locations (cup, middle and wall,
see Fig 1) recorded on 10 second intervals reflects habitat use and
activity in an unfamiliar environment [30].

# spatial
switches

Foraging The number of bites at the food cup or the ground, both of which
qualified as opportunity to find food, reflects the effort invested in
foraging [51,52].

# bites at food

Sociability The number of conspecifics within a body length averaged across
recordings on 10 second intervals. As manoeuvring space was available,
this reflects willingness to be near conspecifics [38].

# surrounding
fish

Wall biting The number of intervals at which the individual was found biting towards
the transparent wall, which may be considered a measure of the amount
of time spent in stress over the obstruction [34].

# intervals biting

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0147000.t001
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to the increasingly popular concept of animal personality [34], have previously been shown to
form in populations with a history of predation but not in predator-naive populations [35,36].
However, it is not clear whether these correlations can be generated within a single generation
(i.e. without selection), and whether mild environmental differences in the absence of preda-
tion can trigger behavioural syndromes. In this study we investigate whether behavioural corre-
lations can be generated within a single generation, and if so, whether such behavioural
correlations are triggered by small differences in the rearing environment. Regarding the sec-
ond question, if correlations between behaviours differ depending on rearing environment, we
expected that stronger selective pressures than presented in this experiment would be required
to induce differences in behavioural correlations between populations, as to date only actual
predation has been successfully related to behavioural syndromes [35–37]. Regarding the third
question, we expected that both group size and turbidity may be important factors in influenc-
ing development of foraging behaviours. The presence of conspecifics has been shown relevant
for growth and behaviour in sticklebacks [13,38], and although some recent studies in other
species found no effects of family or group size on exploration [39], group size is likely to affect
both social learning and competition in a semi-natural setting. Turbidity affects visibility,
sneaking success [40] and use of compensatory olfactory senses [41], and therefore may be a
confounding factor in identifying and responding to a novel object. As nests in dense vegeta-
tion (i.e. high turbidity) have been found to have a higher egg survival rate than exposed ones
[42], group size and turbidity may be related to each other.

This study adds to an existing body of literature exploring the effects of early-life environ-
ment on later-life behavioural responses, especially because it investigates behaviour under
more natural conditions than most previous work, and may help to understand how small vari-
ations in habitat during the developmental period can affect the responses of animals to envi-
ronmental disturbance. In terms of practical applications, the results of this study may be of
use in predicting the reliability of models in conservation biology, whose accuracy often
depends on estimates of environmental parameters [43,44].

Methods

2.1 Population origins
Parents of the F1 generation sticklebacks used in this study were imported from a natural pop-
ulation in a privately owned pond named Cae Mawr on the isle of Anglesey, Wales (UK) in
2011. This population has been previously studied by [35] for its fifty-year-long history of non-
predation and non-disturbance, and represents an excellent model system to research beha-
vioural plasticity [28]. A total of 400 adults (P) were caught overnight with minnow traps for
three consecutive days (in April 2011) and then transported to the Netherlands by car. Imme-
diately upon arrival they were randomly distributed in equal densities over 20 small, semi-nat-
ural ponds at the University of Groningen (the Netherlands) (see Fig 1). In each of these
ponds, offspring (F1) were born and naturally reared by their fathers, where they lived with
40–85 conspecifics depending on the breeding success of the 20 initial wild-caught sticklebacks
placed in each pond. Care was taken to randomise placement of wild animals, to avoid bias of
behavioural types (bold animals tend to be caught first).

2.2 Semi-natural setup
The experimental setup consisted of 20 semi-natural ponds of 200cm in diameter and 90cm in
depth, surrounded by a netted enclosure to keep out predators (Fig 1A). Ponds were placed in
a 2x10 grid, in order to equalise edge effects. There were no surrounding trees or buildings. A
10 cm edge around the ponds limited disturbance from the immediate surroundings and
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provided a buffer for rain water. Ponds were professionally cleaned to standardise pre-experi-
mental conditions, filled with tap water and Velda Bio-fit pond chemicals to stabilise the water
quality, and subsequently filled with 10 cm of small gravel stones. All ponds were provided
with an oxygen bubbler and several habitat enrichments, consisting of PVC hideouts for cover
and tall plastic plants for spatial partitioning.

As ponds diversified during a warm summer period just after breeding season, young indi-
viduals in each pond experienced varying conditions in important ecological criteria like fish
density, turbidity and habitat history. It is worth noting that conditions in the ponds fluctuated
during the year, and as such, F1 sticklebacks experienced naturally changing conditions in den-
sity, weather, water temperature, and algae cover including freezing conditions in winter. Natu-
ral diversification created ponds with differing degrees of algae growth (0.05–0.15% light let
through) and stickleback population density (40–85 individuals at time of behavioural assays,
average 64) within months. Turbidity was measured with a spectrophotometer. Algae growth
limited visibility in some ponds, and 8 out of 20 ponds were excluded from experiments as visi-
bility was too low to count pond density or accurately observe fish behaviour. In April 2012,
population densities for each pond were estimated by averaging visual estimates at feeding
time from 12 different naïve observers. Sticklebacks live 1–2 years on average [45], with wild

Fig 1. Layout of the experimental set-up. A: overview of the entire pond with the experimental setup
against the wall; B: top view, where letters x, y, and z correspond to the wand, mid and cup zones
respectively; C: side view.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0147000.g001
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animals having a shorter lifespan than lab-housed animals, and while we cannot be certain that
all P-generation sticklebacks died a year after capture, based on length measurements from
video recordings we estimate no more than 10% wild sticklebacks per pond at the time of the
density estimates. No P-generation sticklebacks were identified during behavioural assays.
Although we measured density and turbidity, we make no claim as to the exact nature of the
environmental differences between ponds; ponds exhibited small and difficult-to-quantify vari-
ations in territory quality, nutrition, competition pressures, social structure, and visibility, but
determining the relative impact of these parameters on the development of behaviour falls out-
side the scope of this study.

As consequence of the experimental choice to use semi-natural conditions, disturbances in
the animal’s environment and social group have been kept to a minimum, which precluded us
from marking individuals for identification. Marking sub-adults with fluorescent paint just
under the stickles is a commonly used method in laboratory fish [14], but tends to result in a
10–20% mortality rate and presents a significant disturbance in both developmental processes
and group cohesion. In addition, the stress from such a capture and recovery would impact the
behavioural strategies used by the fish in the experimental setup, negating the advantages of a
semi-natural design.

Sticklebacks were fed a diet of frozen bloodworms three times a week, which was standard-
ized (40g) across ponds. Fry were fed an additional diet of daphnia eggs and additional blood-
worms as they matured. Feeding occurred three times a week at fixed times. In addition to the
food provided, sticklebacks may have eaten small bugs in the water or on the water surface.

2.3 Behavioural assays
In semi-natural environments in the absence of a threat, sticklebacks tend to spread out and
range over the entire area, which makes observation of individual behaviour difficult. There-
fore, feeding times were used to attract all animals to a food cup 4.5cm in diameter containing
bloodworms (Fig 1), which was attached to a long pole 10 cm from the ground and perforated
so that sticklebacks had to tug bloodworms out one at a time. This increased the duration of
foraging and prevented a small number of fish from eating all the food. Animals were allowed
to feed until the food was gone. Feeding occurred three times a week (on Mondays, Wednes-
days and Fridays), to motivate animals to approach and utilise the setup while still providing
sufficient nutrition for development. An HD wide angle Hero GoPro camera was attached to
the pole approximately 30cm above the food cup. Sticklebacks were trained to this setup for
three weeks prior to the experiment (9 feedings).

Behavioural assays were conducted in 12 ponds in April 2012, at which time F1 were
approximately one year old and not yet in their breeding state. Animals were presented with a
novel object that obstructed access to the food cup. To this end, a transparent plastic wall was
created around the food cup with a diameter of 30cm, which created three zones in the feeding
area: close to the transparent wall, in the middle, or around the food cup. Access to the food
cup could be obtained through nine holes of 3.8cm in diameter, placed in a 3x3 grid (Fig 1B
and 1C). Placement of the novel object (along with the familiar feeding setup) in the water sig-
nified the start of the 30-minute experiment, which was video recorded in its entirety. After
this, the obstacle was removed and animals were allowed regular feeding. Measurements in
each pond were repeated 3 times a week for three consecutive weeks.

Video material was analysed for the first 10 individuals that entered the feeding area
through the novel obstacle. Due to visual limitations inherent to the setup, it was not possible
to keep track of more individuals, and in some ponds, no more than 10 individuals would enter
at all for the duration of monitoring.

Effects of Early-Life Environment on Coping Behaviour
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For each individual, a large set of behaviours was scored for every 10-second interval during
3 minutes (18 intervals). From these recordings, five behavioural measures were distilled to
most closely represent relevant behavioural measures [46], see Table 1. Of the 652 individuals
measured in this way, 417 were excluded as these fish could be tracked for less than two min-
utes (< 12 intervals). These fish hid behind conspecifics or the food cup, moved too fast to be
distinguished from conspecifics, or left the setup, resulting in incomplete measurements. Of
the remaining 235 individuals, 87% were tracked for the full 180 seconds (18 intervals) and
13% were tracked between 13 and 17 intervals. When only individuals who could be tracked
for less than one minute (6 intervals) were excluded from analyses, results did not differ signifi-
cantly. Although it is likely that some fish were measured repeatedly in subsequent feedings,
the behaviour of the first 10 different fish to enter the setup at each moment of measuring still
provides a reasonable representation of behavioural strategies expressed in these ponds.

2.4 Statistical Analyses
Differences between early-life environments (question 1) were analysed using linear mixed
models with pond as a fixed factor, trial (number of the sample) as a random factor to correct
for independent measurements, and date of testing as a covariate, as ponds were measured
repeatedly (nine times) over the duration of the experiment, which caused possible habituation
and learning effects in the sticklebacks. In addition, repeatabilities for each behaviour were cal-
culated. Changes in behaviour over time were tested with a One-Way ANOVA. Relationships
between behavioural measurements were investigated through multiple Pearson correlations
(question 2). Effects of density on the behavioural measurements were tested through linear
mixed models with density and date as covariates and trial as a random factor; similar analyses
were performed for turbidity (question 3). All statistical analyses were performed using the sta-
tistical program SPSS 20.

2.5 Ethics
We adhered to the ‘Guidelines for the use of animals in research’ as published in Animal
Behaviour (1991, 41, 183–186) and the Dutch laws on animal ethics standards. This research
was approved by the IACUC-RuG conducted under DEC-code 6097A/B, as part of which ani-
mals well-being was evaluated daily by the animal care facilities of the University of Groningen.
Water quality was checked monthly to ensure a stable and healthy water environment. Pond
enrichments were available in the form of plastic plants for height, and plastic tubes for hide-
outs. Animals remained alive in the setup after the experiments.

Results

3.1 Effects of rearing environment
Exploration, sociability and wall biting behaviours differed significantly between ponds with
varying early-life environment, also when taking into account possible habituation and correct-
ing for repeated experiments (Table 2, model 1). These were also the behaviours that were the
most repeatable within ponds (Table 3), visually represented in Fig 2A. It is interesting to note
here that ponds did not just differ in mean values, but also in within-pond variation (Fig 2A).
Within the model testing for pond effects, wall biting was the only behaviour that significantly
changed over time, decreasing over the course of the experiment (Table 3, model 1; Fig 2B). A
trend was seen for changes in activity and sociability over the course of the month: activity
decreased somewhat, whereas sociability increased (see Fig 2B).

Effects of Early-Life Environment on Coping Behaviour
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3.2 Behavioural correlations
Across all populations, behaviours from sticklebacks used in this experiment were all signifi-
cantly correlated with each other. We calculated 10 correlations between behaviours, in which
we did not correct for repeated measures for reasons outlined above. Individuals who entered
the obstructed feeding area later also foraged less (r = -0.26), were more tolerant of others
around them (r = 0.16), and displayed more wall-biting behaviour than individuals who
entered sooner (r = 0.25). Wall biting was correlated with higher activity (r = 0.32), but also
with lower sociability (r = -0.19) and lower foraging (r = -0.39), which matched visual observa-
tions of sticklebacks frantically swimming back and forth along the wall, subsequently spend-
ing less time on foraging or social interaction. Activity was negatively correlated with foraging
(r = -0.24) and sociability (r = 0.26), which may be explained by the high activity levels of
stressed animals. Animals who spent more time foraging also spent more time around conspe-
cifics (r = 0.32).

Behavioural correlations between behaviours as reported above were not identical for all
ponds. While in most ponds, activity was positively correlated with foraging and wall biting
and exploration was negatively correlated with activity and foraging, in some ponds a pattern
existed of correlations between sociability and exploration, foraging and wall biting. Due to the
extent to which behaviours were correlated with each other, we were not able to test to what
degree the between-pond differences in correlations were statistically significant.

3.3 Effects of group size and turbidity
The most obvious differences between the early-life environments consisted of the density in
the pond (the number of fish present at the start of the experiment) and the algae content of

Table 2. Mixedmodel analyses are given, including the random effects of date and trial, with F-statistic (pond, date, density, turbidity) or Wald Z
(trial) and p-values for each effect included in the model. Significant effects are given in bold. Pond: 11 df, date: 1 df. Models for effects of density and tur-
bidity on foraging gave warnings that the Hessian matrix was not always a positive definite. N = 235 over 12 ponds.

Exploration Activity Foraging Sociability Wall biting

Model Effects F / Z p F / Z p F / Z p F / Z p F / Z p

1 Pond 3.21 .01 1.72 .11 0.67 .76 3.33 .01 2.80 .01

Date 0.01 .95 3.72 .06 0.92 .34 2.61 .12 7.00 .01

Trial 0.64 .53 1.11 .27 0.24 .81 1.62 .11 1.72 .09

2 Density 1.20 .28 0.01 .97 0.35 .56 12.71 .01 0.33 .57

Date 0.01 .98 3.30 .08 1.11 .29 1.50 .23 3.00 .09

Trial 2.13 .03 2.01 .04 10.77 .01 2.52 .01 2.89 .01

3 Turbidity .13 .72 0.07 .79 0.01 .97 6.47 .01 0.21 .65

Date .01 .93 3.36 .07 1.28 .26 2.40 .13 2.85 .10

Trial 2.2 .03 2.00 .05 10.77 .01 2.61 .01 2.85 .01

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0147000.t002

Table 3. Repeatability of behaviours within ponds.Df between groups: 11, within groups: 640, one-way ANOVA.

MS within MS between F p R

Exploration 48940.301 592405.613 12.105 0.01 0.55

Activity 9.998 42.231 4.224 0.01 0.26

Foraging 44.121 115.360 2.615 0.03 0.15

Sociability 0.572 4.713 8.238 0.01 0.45

Wall biting 4.746 29.605 6.237 0.01 0.37

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0147000.t003
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Fig 2. Spatial and temporal differences in coping behaviour. a. Exploration (F = 3.21, p<0.01), sociability (F = 3.33, p<0.01) and wall biting (F = 2.80,
p<0.01) were affected by the early-life environment found in different ponds (boxplot with percentiles). Statistics from Table 2, model 1). b. Wall biting
significantly decreased over the duration of the experiment (scatterplot with solid line indicating linear fit) (F = 7.00, p<0.1). N = 235 over 12 ponds.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0147000.g002
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the pond, measured here as turbidity. We modelled both density and turbidity to determine
whether the pond effects found could be attributed to one of these environmental factors. Only
sociability was significantly correlated with both the density (Table 2, model 2) and turbidity
(Table 2, model 3) of the early-life environment. Sticklebacks from high density and high tur-
bidity environments spent more time in the proximity of conspecifics (Table 4).

Discussion

4.1 Influence of mild early-life environmental changes on behaviours
The differences we found across ponds in the time it took sticklebacks to manoeuvre through
the obstacle, in the amount of conspecifics they surrounded themselves with, and the amount
of stress-related behaviour they showed, indicate that the early-life environment these stickle-
backs experienced did–at least in some of the ponds–affect their ability to handle the human-
induced disturbance of their feeding routine. As our study was exploratory rather than experi-
mental, we cannot speculate about which ponds in particular encouraged increased adaptive
behaviour, nor about which specific parameters were important in this. Nevertheless, these
findings indicate that environmental conditions experienced by young animals during their
development likely have an influence on the behaviour they show later in life–including their
response to stressful situations, and the ability to adapt to human disturbance. Interestingly,
only the behaviours exploration, sociability and wall biting differed significantly between envi-
ronments. This suggests that whereas early-life environment is important both for the develop-
ment of behaviour and for the sticklebacks’ responses to human-induced obstruction, some
behaviours are especially sensitive to developmental influences. Given that social behaviour has
been linked to stress responses [47], such sensitive behaviours may in fact all be reflections of
animal difficulty in responding adaptively to an unfamiliar environment. Reduced exploration,
increased anxiety and altered social behaviour as a group have been previously related to a sin-
gle underlying cause [48].

Although it is always difficult to translate behaviours in artificial conditions into ecologically
relevant concepts, after consideration of the correlations between behaviours, we feel that the
behavioural measurements we used are an adequate representation of sticklebacks’ response to
novel objects and challenging circumstances. What was measured as “exploration”may upon
closer inspection of correlations better be called a variety of “boldness”, as individuals that
entered the feeding area later generally also foraged less and changed zonation fewer times. A
complication of measuring multiple behaviours as a response to a single situation is the attribu-
tion of causality. We cannot be confident which of the behaviours in our correlation matrix
caused increases or decreases in the other variables, only that they are correlated. This creates a
complex web of behaviours, which is difficult to interpret and raises multiple questions. For
example, do fish who spend a lot of time wall-biting, sometimes considered a measure of
stress-responsivity [34], group more with others because the company helps [47], or do fish
surrounded by conspecifics get more stressed? Similarly, was higher density advantageous to
development, or did the environment in these ponds provide a number of other advantages,
leading to higher density? Even though this does not affect our main conclusion concerning

Table 4. Pearson’s correlations of behaviours with pond density and turbidity, as well as average values and SD. Significance at the 0.01 level is
indicated by **. N = 253.

Exploration Activity Foraging Sociability Wall biting Mean SD

Density -.10 -.01 .05 .30** .01 65 16

Turbidity -.04 .03 -.01 .22** -.06 .08 .02

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0147000.t004
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the importance of early-life environment on adaptation, it does pose questions as to the under-
lying mechanism affecting the development of behaviour, and the interplay between abiotic
environmental factors and sociality.

Compared to studies on rapid or intense environmental change [49], animals in our study
experienced relatively mild and gradual changes, as the twelve environments differed only to
the extent that they could naturally diversify over the course of one year. This suggests that
changes do not need to be rapid in onset, nor large in magnitude, nor novel in quality [8], to
still affect animals’ adaptive responses. Gradual, naturally occurring changes over the span of a
year already seem to have provided enough variation that wall-biting behaviours in response to
a human-induced obstacle differed between semi-natural populations. Furthermore, the early-
life environment had a significant impact even though conditions during ontogeny seasonally
varied. Sticklebacks in this experiment experienced warm summer days, algae blooms, rain,
frost, and the changing of day length, all of which can be assumed to impact their behaviour.
Yet despite these fluctuations, which affected each of the ponds equally, small differences
between ponds still had an effect on exploratory and feeding behaviours. Natural fluctuations
may under certain conditions already affect whether or not a population of animals will be suc-
cessful in dealing with environmental disruption, and should not be underestimated when
attempting to predict population responses to change [44].

4.2 Discussion of methods
A strength of this study is the use of semi-natural ponds and outdoor-dwelling individuals,
which allowed us to measure behaviour that is much more closely related to natural values [50]
than behaviour measured under laboratory conditions. Sticklebacks in each pond lived
together since birth, during which time they established territories and natural social interac-
tions that were left entirely undisturbed. Behaviours were measured in their native environ-
ments, without exposure to relocation, isolation or added experimental stress, and within a
familiar social group. Since sticklebacks, as highly social animals, are strongly affected in their
exploration and foraging behaviour by the presence of conspecifics from their own social
group [28], the behaviours described in this study are likely to be more representative of condi-
tions in the wild than would be the case in a lab study. As a result of the semi-natural setting,
however, we inevitably opened ourselves up for difficulties in measuring the resulting behav-
iour. We excluded over 400 individuals from analyses because turbidity of the water and low
contrast with the surroundings made it impossible to track them long enough to get a reliable
indication of their behaviour, even when using high-quality cameras. In addition, the statistical
assumption of random sampling could not be confirmed, and it is quite possible that certain
fish always arrived first into the experimental setup, which may have biased pond averages
towards a greater degree of explorative behaviour. However, we did control for density in the
analyses and found no effect except on sociality (see Table 4), which reassures us that effects of
repeated measures due to density effects are negligible.

4.3 Implications and Future directions
While, this study was not aimed at determining which environmental factors exactly contrib-
uted to the behavioural differences between early-life environments, or which developmental
mechanisms contributed to these differences, it does illustrate that behaviours measured in one
population, in a particular context, can differ importantly not only from other populations and
other contexts, but even from near identical populations, in near identical circumstances.
While ecologically the circumstances between our ponds differed, perhaps in important ways,
these differences are minute compared to the differences found in existing natural habitats.
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From our findings, we can extrapolate that small environmental differences may have pro-
nounced effect on resultant population behaviours.

Moreover, we can speculate that small environmental variations during development may
have important consequences for animal behaviour that are difficult to predict from the start-
ing conditions, suggesting that the ability of natural populations to respond adaptively to envi-
ronmental change and human interference is flexible and context-dependent.

We caution researchers in the field of conservation biology that population-level responses
to environmental change may diverge from predicted values based on earlier work, depending
on conditions during ontogeny and the inherent level of plasticity of the species. An important
next step is to address the underlying mechanisms in order to better understand what charac-
teristic(s) in the environment cause the differences in behaviour between environments. Is
there a simple way to predict environmental factors that facilitate an adaptive behavioural
response, such as maintaining a certain population size or environmental stability, or would
environmental effects have to be assessed on a case-to-case basis?
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